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…companies that are adopting AI in moderation now will 
find themselves well positioned to reap benefits



It´s an age of transdisciplinarity
“Emerging ways not only for organizing but
thinking about knowldege” (Bernstein 2015)

“ A new form of organization, the
transdiscipline, is evolving to become
perhaps predominant”

(Cohen and Lloyd 2014)

Computational Archival Science: “the 
application of computational methods and 
resources to large-scale records/archives”

(Marciano et al. 2017)

The Anthropocene Transition Project
https://www.uts.edu.au/about/uts-business-school/our-research/hub-sustainable-enterprise/anthropocene-transition-project



Data curation vs. Analytics, can they be 
brought together?

SAS. Analytics. What it is and why it matters?
https://www.sas.com/en_us/insights/analytics/what-is-analytics.html

DCC. What is digital curation. The Digital Curation Lifecycle
http://www.dcc.ac.uk/digital-curation/what-digital-curation



A proposal for blending digital curation with
analytics

1. Embed analytics in the curation 
lifecycle

2. Apply analytics to understand your 
data better

3. Support the organization´s decision 
making using analytics





DataLab



The DataLab promotes a data centric vision
to enable data exploitation via curation
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1. Embed analytics in the curation lifecycle 
Explore enhancing data using supervised methods

Train a classifier
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Apply classifier 
to new data

Predictions

Dubinovska, Daria (2014). “Asignación automática de keywords a las conferencias de la Fundación Juan March.” 
Trabajo fin del máster Tratamiento Computacional de la Información, Facultad de Matemáticas (UCM)



1. Embed analytics in the curation lifecycle 
Delve into establishing a controlled version of
authorities with entity dissambiguation

Key collision

Fingerprint

N-gram
fingerprint

Phonetic

Nearest 
Neighbor

Levenshtein

PPM

Comas, Xavier (2015). “Data Science en el ámbito de los datos culturales: desambiguación y reconciliación de 

autoridades contra bases de datos de referencia.” Trabajo fin del máster Tratamiento Computacional de la 
Información, Facultad de Matemáticas (UCM)



1. Embed analytics in the curation lifecycle 
Dig into off-the-shelf AI for a variety of tasks



2. Apply analytics to understand your data
Look for patterns in our cultural content

Escobar et al. (2018) R netCoin R package. Demos

http://coin.der.usal.es/


3. Support decision making 
Our phisical users and visitors

How long do 
they stay?

Where do they
come from?

How many attended
our events?

What are their
interests?



3. Support decision making
Our virtual users
How many web 
visitors we have
and what they do 
in our site?

When do our social 
network messages
work best?

How do tweets 
broadcast in our 
followers´network?
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